Targeting at the problem of inaccuracy in classification of common sorting algorithms in information individualization recommended applications, the letter put forward individualization recommended model of Gaussian symmetric optimization in independent increment learning. First, we apply optimal method of confidence coefficient based on neighbor K, making use of mass of data without name tag information, combining a small number of data with name tag information. Then we employ dichotomy optimal method on the basis of maximum gap, selecting data with highest level of confidence and Gaussian symmetric distribution to conduct independent increment learning so that the quality of individualization recommendation can be improved. The instance simulation proves that this individualization recommended model of Gaussian symmetric optimization in independent increment learning has higher classified accuracy and can be better applied in individualized application.
INTRODUCTION
As the traditional search engine technology does not consider the personality of the participants, treating every user the same way, feeding back the same information with large amounts, the users cannot easily select the resource that is real to their taste (Fouss, Pirotte, Renders and Saerens, 2012) . Therefore, how to select information that is satisfactory to the users from the mass internet world according the preference of each user as well as recommend it to the users have become a pressing problem (Goldberg, Roeder, Gupta et al, 2011) .
Individualization recommended technology has achieved big success in practical applications. Meanwhile, domestic and foreign experts have theoretically conduct research on individualization recommended technology, which is to improve the property of individualized recommendation. Xiang (Xiang, Yuan and Zhao et al, 2010) introduce time window to distinguish behaviors of different time slot, which can improve the accuracy of evaluation. Ding (Ding and Li, 2015) according to the order of participation, introduces the corresponding attenuation factor to elevate the accuracy of recommendation. Koren makes use of sequence chart to distinguish long-term interest and short-term interest of the users, which is to more accurately locate the current interest of the users (Koren, 2010) . Yang et al. put forward optimal collaborative filtering algorithm based on multiple-interest of the users in order to improve the quality of recommendation (Yang et al., 2010) . Huang et al. put forward collaborative filtering recommended algorithm of optimal confidence coefficient, combining similarity and credibility to take the place of the original similarity so that the nearest neighbor can be found, the accuracy of the result of recommendation can be improved (Huang et al., 2011) . Guo et al. puts forward trust model with the elements of evaluation and recommendation, introducing the model into collaborative filtering algorithm, which to some extent improve the accuracy of recommendation (Guo et al., 2008) . Deshpand puts forward mixed recommend algorithm of collaborative filtering algorithm and algorithm based on contents, which also improve the accuracy of recommendation (Deshpande and Karypis, 2014) . Yang and Pan comes up with mixed recommended algorithm on the basis on contents of collaborative filtering on the basis of users and projects, combining their advantages and improving the accuracy of recommendation (Yang and Pan, 2010) .
The letter, aiming at the demand of individualized recommendation and the deficiency of common objective algorithm, put forward the individualization recommended model on the basis of Gaussian symmetric optimization in independent increment learning, and conduct instance simulation to prove the efficiency of this model.
INDEPENDENT INCREMENT LEARNING ON THE BASIS OF GAUSSIAN MIXED MODEL
First of all, we explain the utility of the data without name tag, then we give direct analysis from the aspect of data distribution estimation. We suppose that all the data submit to the distribution composed of L Gaussian mixed models (Herlocker, Konstan and Riedl, 2012) , which is
is model parameter. Then category tag i c can be regarded as a random variable, whose distribution ( | , ) i i i P c x m is determined by selected mixed i m and feature vector i x . So according to maximum posterior probability, optimal classification regulation can be determined by equation (2):
Then the learning objective is changed into using data to estimate ( | , ) (2). Of the two, the first is related to category labels, the second is independent of sample labels. Hence, if there is abundant of data without labels, the data can be used to estimate equation (2) will apparently increase, which will make the estimation of the second be more accurate so that equation (2) can be more accurate. Namely, the generalization ability of classifier can be improved.
In semi-supervised learning, although to some extent we have approached success by using of zero-label data with high level of confidence, there are also negative experiments showing that zero-label data will reduce the property of the model. The most apparent reason why zero-label data can reduce the property of the model is that the increasing zero-label data can lead to wrong estimation of potential probability distribution ( , ) P x c . Especially, when the interpreter of confidence coefficient is built on the basis of classification model, the deviation of estimation will be bigger.
For the convenience of discussion, the letter will use three figures(figure1-3) to describe the process of learning. Figure1 describes Gaussian distribution and real distribution by training data with labels. As this kind of data is scarce, there is apparent deviation between Gaussian distribution and real distribution. In figure2, the dotted line describes posterior probability of zero-label data on the basis of confidence coefficient estimation. The star-shaped points represent zero-label data with higher level of confidence. Figure3 shows the new data distribution when adding new data in zero-label data. From the learning process described by figure1-3, we find two important phenomenon: first, the chosen data without label often reside on some area in feature space, such as the top left side or right side in figure3, not obeying global distribution of ( ) P x ; besides, there is some deficiency of category labels of the selected data, because under this category label, the confidence coefficient of the data is very low. Apparently, use these selected zero-label data to train model, even if their category label is correct, it can lead to wrong estimation of real distribution.
INDIVIDUALIZATION RECOMMENDED MODEL ON THE BASIS OF GAUSSIAN SYMMETRIC OPTIMIZATION IN INDEPENDENT INCREMENT LEARNING

Confidence Coefficient Optimization on the Basis of Neighbor K
According to cluster assumption in machine learning(sample point of the same cluster may have the same category label), we have obey the two regulations below when classify zero-label data: (1) zero-label data in high similarity must belong to the same category; (2) zero-label data and data with labels of high similarity must in the same category. Hence, by calculating the consistency of zero-label data x and neighbor consistency r i B of its K data without labels. The calculation is as followed: (4) (5) (6), we obtain
In equation (7), the bigger 1 ( ) u i conf x is, the more consistent the sort results is, the higher the confidence coefficient of u i x is; on the contrary, the smaller 1 ( ) u i conf x is, the less consistent the sort results is, the lower the confidence coefficient of u i x is. is, the bigger the difference between j c and j c is, the more confident the tag estimation of i h is. Hence the definition of confidence coefficient on the basis of maximum difference is as followed: 
Dichotomy Optimization on the Basis of Maximum Difference
Suppose ( | )
Individualization Recommended Model
Therefore, the frame of this individualization recommended model on the basis of Gaussian symmetric independent increment learning is shown by figure4, this calculation is divided into three steps:
(1) Using confidence coefficient to estimate model and perform confidence coefficient calculation on randomly selected zero-label data;
(2) Using data selection algorithm to select zero-label data with high level of confidence and symmetrically Gaussian distribution;
(3) Using sorting algorithm as base classifier, and build classifier model aiming at new data with labels.
Figure 4. Personalized recommendation model framework
Apparently, form the frame of figure4, we can see that the model of confidence estimation and data selection algorithm are key of the whole process. Confidence estimation model perform calculation on zero-label data mainly according to some method, selecting tag estimation which is more close to the correct sample so that better model can be trained. Data selection algorithm can screen out data with high level of confidence which has big difference between real distribution, reducing negative influence of zero-label data to the property of the model as much as possible.
INSTANCE ANALYSIS
To prove the property of the optimal model the letter has put forward, we conduct simulation experiment, which include two parts: Experiment1, to assess the classification accuracy of this independent increment learning, especially the effectiveness in using zero-label data to optimize the learner. Experiment2, to estimate and analyze the property of the algorithm when dealing with practical individualized recommended problems. The letter uses to data set for reference: UCI data set and KDD Cup Track1 Weibo data set. The information of UCI data set the letter has used is shown by table1. 
Classification Accuracy Test of Improved Algorithm
After comparison between traditional supervised learning and improved algorithm(Adaboost algorithm), we estimate the property of independent increment learning in classification accuracy. We randomly divided each data set into 60% and 40% two parts, respectively regarding them as training data set and test data set. Then further divide training data set into data set with label and zero-label data set, putting data set with label into data pools L , the rest in data poolsU , and this algorithm is based on the estimation to the tag of zero-label data in the neighborhood of K , then we regard decision tree as base classifier. In the experiment, the detailed result is shown by table2-4. From figure2-4, we can see that the data this letter has selected on the basis of Gaussian symmetric optimization in independent increment learning can reduce wrong estimation of the potential distribution as much as possible, so the accuracy is higher.
Individualization Recommended Test
The main purpose of this experiment is to assess the practical effect of independent increment learning. We randomly divide Weibo data into 60% and 40% two parts, respectively as training data and test data of this experiment. Figure5-7 is the recommended result of Weibo offline data set on the basis of ItemCF method and other sorting algorithm.
From the result we can see that the individualization recommended model on the basis of Gaussian symmetric optimization in independent increment learning has better algorithm than other sorting algorithm.
Figure.5 Bayesian algorithm results as the base classifier
CONCLUSIONS
Individualized recommendation is recommending things that might to the taste of the uses according to the users' characters, behaviors and features of their objects by collaborative filtering, contents filtering, knowledge finding and interactive recommendation. The letter, aiming at the demand of individualized recommendation and the deficiency of common target algorithm, puts forward a individualization recommended model on the basis of Gaussian symmetric optimization in independent increment learning. The simulated experiment proves that in comparison with common algorithm, this model has higher classification accuracy and can be better applied in individualized recommended application.
